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ABSTRACT

Recent events highlight the need to review the protection of nuclear power plants against human-induced 

external events. There is a general agreement among experts that current practice for nuclear facility 

design provides such a level of ‘safety margin’ and robustness that some events not explicitly considered 

at the design stage may be accommodated by the nuclear facilities in their current configuration without 

significant radiological consequences. However, quantification is needed to understand with a high level 

of confidence which events could still be a safety concern.  

This paper describes the work conducted within Working Area 7 of the Extra-Budgetary Program of the 

International Seismic Safety Centre of IAEA. The goal of Working Area 7 has been to provide a detailed 

framework regarding the technical approaches to be implemented for the design and evaluation of nuclear 

facilities subjected to human-induced external events, with focus on structural performance and integrity 

when subjected to impact, blast and fire.

Three IAEA Safety Reports have been prepared to provide this detailed guidance: 

! Safety Aspects of NPPs in Human-Induced External Events: General Considerations

! Safety Aspects of NPPs in Human-Induced External Events: Assessment of Structures 

! Safety Aspects of NPPs in Human-Induced External Events: Margin Assessment

The overall methodology consists of five phases: 1) Event identification; 2) Hazard evaluation and load 

characterization; 3) Design and assessment approaches for SSCs and for the plant; 4) Plant performance 

assessment; and 5) Member State response. Both probabilistic (accidental) and deterministic (postulated) 

human-induced hazards are addressed by the Safety Reports. 

INTRODUCTION

The IAEA Fundamental Safety Principles (2006) establish that the process of safety assessment of a 

nuclear installation needs to be repeated periodically, in whole or in part as necessary, in order to take into 

account changed circumstances with respect to those considered for the design. Following this principle, 

the IAEA initiated a major effort in 2001, targeted to the development of guidelines for the assessment of 

the vulnerability against accidental or postulated human-induced external events not foreseen in the design 

basis. Examples of accidental events are the explosions caused by pipeline failures, train crashes or 
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hazardous material leaks from tanks. Examples of postulated external events are the station black-out 

(SBO) and the loss of ultimate heat sink (UHS) due to unidentified causes. The evaluation of the effects of 

accidental events on nuclear facilities can utilize all of the tools for assessment, including screening by 

probability of occurrence based on statistical evaluation of historical data. In the case of postulated 

external events, screening by probability of occurrence is not an available tool to the analyst simply 

because the definition of the problem is such that the facility is assumed to be in a hypothesized state 

(operating or shutdown) without specification of how the facility reached this state. Consequently, the 

evaluation is focused on addressing the hypothesized state rather than the cause.

In this context, a series of three reports have been produced that describe generally and specifically the

approaches to address human-induced external events with a focus on nuclear power plants (NPPs). The 

three reports provide guidance to support the quantitative evaluation of the engineering safety of facilities 

subjected to design basis events (DBE) and beyond design basis events. The three documents are: IAEA

(2015) Safety Aspects: General Considerations, Assessment of Structures and Safety Margins.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this series of reports is to provide: a) The framework of methods to be implemented for 

the design and evaluation of nuclear facilities subjected to human-induced external events, b) Technical 

approaches for design and for evaluation of NPP robustness against human-induced events (structural 

integrity when subjected to impact, blast, thermal and other loading conditions induced by these events),

c) Guidance on the development of strategies for NPP protection when subjected to human-induced 

external events.

METHODOLOGY

The three implementation documents give the overall methodology that can be used in the evaluation of 

the capacity of structures, systems and components (SSC) of nuclear power plants subjected to human 

induced extreme external events and in the assessment of the resulting safety margin of the facilities. 

The term ‘margin’, in the context of the reports, is the level of a hazard that compromises the safety of a 

plant. Here, the compromising of safety means that the plant is rendered incapable of achieving safety 

objectives under the impact of the hazard. Further, the ‘margin’ and ‘capacity’ are often used 

synonymously with reference to expressing the capability of a plant or its component to perform its 

intended function when subjected to the effects of a hazard. In the reports, ‘capacity’ refers to 

components, whereas ‘margin’ refers to the plant capability to withstand the hazard, performing the safety 

functions. ‘Margin’ or ‘capacity’ could be quantified as a best estimate value or as a conservative value 

(e.g., high confidence of low probability of failure, HCLPF, value), depending on the selected hazard 

level. The best estimate margin of the plant is calculated using the best estimate capacities of relevant 

SSCs. The best estimate (mean or median) capacity of an SSC is derived from realistic models (i.e., load 

characterization, failure modes and material properties) for a postulated hazard event.

The HCLPF value of margin is defined as the 1% probability of failure value on the mean plant level 

fragility curve developed in terms of a reference parameter using the event tree and fault tree model of the 

plant. This value is defined as equivalent to a High Confidence (95%) of Low Probability of Failure (5%). 

The plant margin can also be evaluated using the deterministic approach of ‘success paths’. A success path 

is a set of systems and associated components that can be used to bring the plant to a stable hot or cold 
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condition and maintain this condition for at least 72 hours. Similarly, success paths for the integrity of 

spent fuel pool and ultimate heat sink could be developed. The HCLPF value of plant margin is 

considered to be equal to the lowest HCLPF capacity of the components on the success path.

The methodology is developed in three reports in the following way:

(a) The first report in the series, General Considerations, gives the general framework and it includes a 

roadmap on how to perform the design and the evaluation of the protection against human induced 

external hazards for Design Basis External Events (DBE) and Design Extension External Events (DEE).

The report concentrates on an overall view of the methodology and on the important considerations for its 

application to existing and new nuclear power plants. Topics covered include elements of the 

design/evaluation approach, developed in five phases:

• Phase 1: Event identification;

• Phase 2: Hazard evaluation and load characterization;

• Phase 3: Design and assessment approaches for SSCs and the plant;

• Phase 4: Plant performance assessment and acceptance criteria;

• Phase 5: Member State response.

(b) The second report in the series, Assessment of Structures, addresses phases 2 and 3 of the general 

framework. It gives detailed guidelines for the safety assessment of NPP structures against mechanical 

impact, explosion and fire hazards caused by human induced external events. The report covers the 

characterization of loading, the assessment of structural integrity using both simplified methods and more 

elaborated methodologies, and the assessment of induced vibration. Acceptance criteria are given in the 

report for different failure modes: overall stability, overall bending and shear, local failure modes and 

induced vibrations. Additionally, since many of the human-induced external events may result in a fire, 

the process of analysing the fire consequences is also given in the report. Approaches to assess the barrier 

fire performance and the fire performance of structures, systems and components are given. 

(c) The third report in the series, Margin Assessment, addresses phases 4 and 5. The report describes the 

procedures for assessing the safety margins of nuclear power plants against human induced external 

hazards. Both postulated and accidental hazards are considered. The report focuses on plant and systems 

performance evaluations. A tiered approach for margin assessment is provided. This procedure can be 

extended later on to calculate probability measures such as conditional core damage probability and 

conditional probability of spent fuel pool loss of cooling and spent fuel damage, given the scenario. In the 

most elaborated stage, probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) techniques are introduced, giving 

consideration to the probabilistic aspects of the hazards and of the capacity of SSC (fragility). Event-tree 

and fault-tree models are used to compute usual PSA metrics, such as core damage frequency, large-early 

release frequency and frequency of loss of spent fuel pool cooling and spent fuel damage. 

The three reports are closely related to each other. Together, they provide an approach to the assessment

of the protection against extreme human induced events which is consistent with the methods used for 

evaluation of nuclear facilities subjected to extreme natural events, such as earthquakes and floods.

DESIGN AND EVALUATION APPROACH

Phase 1: Event Identification

Within this phase, human induced external events with the potential of having unacceptable consequences 

are identified for further evaluation. Phase 1 encompasses three steps:
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Step 1 - Event assessment. Event assessment means a complete identification and evaluation of previously 

and newly defined events, categorizing them for inclusion in the evaluation. An event assessment is 

comprised of identification of the event, definition of the loading conditions associated with the event, 

selection of the evaluation process (including methodologies of evaluation and parameters to be 

considered), consequence identification, and acceptance criteria.

Step 2 - Consequence evaluation. In this step, the Member State identifies the consequences of interest to 

determine the events to be taken into account. Typical considerations are:

• Safety of the public – the nuclear impact on the public, meaning to control the radiation with 

intermediate metrics being core damage frequency (CDF), containment and containment systems 

failure, large early release frequency (LERF), and, finally, the release of radioactive material to 

the environment (dispersion in air, water, and ground); collateral effects including explosions, 

release of hazardous materials, etc.

• Environmental consequences – short, medium, and long term effects on the environment – air,

water, ground.

• Safety of plant personnel – short, medium and long term health and welfare of plant personnel.

• Energy security of the Member State – need for the power generated by the NPP for Member

State welfare.

• Economic considerations – short, medium, and long term effects on Member State economy.

Step 3 - Screening and categorization of events – Decision process. The Member State screens and 

categorizes the identified events from Step 1 applying the consequence criteria from Step 2 to define the 

events to be considered for the NPP of interest (Figure 1). Categories are:

• Design Basis Events (DBEs) – generally, these are events for which design is to be performed;

• Design Extension Events (DEEs) – these are rare and extreme events for which realistic rather 

than conservative acceptance criteria can be used. They are the principal subject of the reports 

about Assessment of Structures and about Margin Assessment. Generally, in existing plants, these 

events were not considered during the design.

Event severity

Figure 1. Classification of external events from the point of view of design requirements.

General design basis

external events

(DBE)

Events that are

explicitly taken into

account in the design

and associated design

basis analyses,

according to

established criteria

Beyond design basis external events (BDBE)

External events either not included as a general design basis or included

with a lesser severity

Design extension external events (DEE)

Rare and severe external events

Events considered in the design or
evaluation process, but using realistic rather

than conservative assumptions and criteria

Events eliminated
from consideration

Reducing frequency of occurrence
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Phase 2: Hazard evaluation and load characterization

The result of Phase 1 is the list of DBEs and DEEs and their specification as input to Phase 2. Within

Phase 2, the list is further refined by more detailed assessment of the range of potential events for

applicability to the specific NPP (or other nuclear installation) under design or assessment. In Phase 2, a 

second level of screening based on site and NPP specific characteristics is implemented. Typical screening 

parameters to be applied in this phase are probability, distance/magnitude of event specifics, and on-site 

characteristics (design conditions, zone of influence, etc.). The screened-in human induced external events 

are further evaluated and loading functions defined for the engineering evaluation. Additional screening 

may be performed at this stage. The result is a final list of events to be considered in the evaluation. The 

load characterization is the pinch point between the events and the definition of the loading environment 

for the plant engineering organization to evaluate. The resulting matrix of loading conditions produced by 

the events is to be applied to portions of or to the entire facility (Table 1).

Table 1. Summary of hazard and derived loads caused by human induced external events

Hazard Mechanical impact Explosion Fire

Hard Soft

Load Missile impact

load

Missile impact

load

Blast or pressure load Thermal load, smoke

Load Type Dynamic Dynamic Equivalent

Static

Impulsive

Dynamic

Fire ball Pool fire

Parameters to

characterize

load

Missile mass,

velocity,

missile cross

sectional area

Missile mass,

velocity,

crushing force

Pressure Pressure

transient

Fuel mass Fuel mass,

burning rate

Phase 3: Design and assessment approaches for structures, systems and components and the plant

Phase 3 broadly covers many topics applicable to the evaluation of existing NPPs and new designs. Phase 

3 is where the majority of the engineering studies are performed. The end products of this phase are 

formulated at the component (SSC) level and at the plant level. At the component (SSC) level, detailed 

methodologies are presented for design/evaluation of CCSs under impactive, impulsive and thermal 

loading as well as under induced vibrations along with structural acceptance criteria. 

Table 2 presents an example following this concept. The report on Assessment of Structures follows this 

approach when discussing structural capacity acceptance criteria. The table points out the importance of 

defining the required civil structure functional behaviour when subjected to human induced external 

events. Typically, civil structure functional requirements range from leak tightness (e.g., containment) to 

providing structural support of important to safety systems, equipment, components and distribution 

systems (e.g., anchorage) and to providing barriers to protect important to safety SSCs (e.g., fire barriers, 

explosive protection walls). It is the civil structure function that requires design and evaluation.
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At the plant level, plant response evaluation is presented using deterministic (screening per zone of 

influence, Figure 2) and probabilistic (PRA) methodologies, along with defining the Selected Equipment 

List (SEL) necessary for NPP safe shutdown and fuel cooling

Response analyses of SSCs range from nonlinear detailed finite element analyses using explicit integration 

techniques to simpler analyses performed in data base form using loading and capacity information. 

Decisions as to which methodologies to employ are based on a number of considerations including the 

metrics of interest (maximum deformations vs. time histories of response; consequences of failure, such as 

expected sizes of breaches of containment, etc.), the complexity of geometry and the plant layouts. The 

discussion in the safety reports ranges from the least to the most sophisticated response analysis 

techniques. In the context of the evaluation, a reasonable approach is to attempt to screen out loading 

scenarios and their consequences in the same order of application. The implicit assumption being that as 

sophistication is augmented, the conservatism in the analysis is reduced.

Impact consequences are traditionally categorized into local and global effects (Table 1). Local effects are 

due to hard (or rigid) missile impact, resulting in punching failure mode and they include penetration, 

perforation, scabbing, and spalling. Global effects due to soft (or deformable) missiles include overall 

axial, bending and shear effects in the structural elements between impact area and support locations,

global stability and vibration in the structure. First, the impact scenarios should be identified. The impact 

scenarios are defined by missile type, mass, velocity, impact location and impact angle. Different impact 

locations may be defined for evaluating overall global and local integrity and vibration effects. Also 

different types of analysis tools may be needed for different types of impact analyses. Secondly, the 

essential failure mode of the structure should be recognized and the model for analysis is to be chosen 

accordingly. One practical way is to use simplified calculation methods. The selected analysis methods 

and models should be verified to be able to simulate the essential failure mechanisms. The failure 

mechanism is dependent on the type of loading, geometry and dimensions of the structure as well as on 

the location of the impact.

Table 2. Event levels and related structural performance and capacity assessment

Event level
Civil structure 

behavior
Structural performance Capacity assessment

DBE Essentially elastic
Structure the same as before 

the event
Conservative

DEE-1 Plastic Limited damage Best estimate (median)

DEE-2 Plastic Severe damage Best estimate (median)

Phase 4: Plant performance and acceptance criteria

Acceptance criteria are in the form of end metrics that may be risk oriented, e.g., core damage frequency 

(conditioned on human-induced external event occurring), or may be in the form of capacity values, such 

as best estimate or high confidence that the NPP reaches cold shutdown when subjected to the event, e.g., 

impact of a specified aircraft. Other important items are spent fuel pool structural integrity and cooling. 
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The margin of the plant should be assessed for scenarios having three different levels of event magnitude, 

called tier one, two or three (Table 3). For new plants, under tier one scenario the plant should perform as 

required for a general design basis event. Subsequent to the occurrence of the tier one scenario, the plant 

should be the same as before from the structural and functional point of view.

Figure 2. Zone of influence for an NPP following an aircraft impact

Under tier two scenario, there should be a safe shutdown path that comprises at least one means of:

• Reactor shutdown;

• Fuel cooling; and

• Retention of radioactivity from the reactor.

There should be sufficient structural integrity to protect important safety systems. If a deterministic 

approach pursued, two such success paths are to be identified where practical.

For tier three, there is at least one means to ensure the reactor shutdown and core cooling. Degradation of 

the containment barrier may allow the release of radioactive material; however, the degradation should be 

limited with the goal that the dose acceptance criteria are not exceeded. In these cases, the response may 

require on-site and off-site emergency measures.

Table 3. Event levels and plant acceptance criteria

Event

level

Safety functions Number of

shutdown paths

Number of decay

heat removal paths

DBE Safe shutdown / Decay heat

removal / Containment

multiple multiple

DEE-1 Safe shutdown Decay heat

removal Containment

2 2

DEE-2 Safe shutdown Decay heat

removal

1 1
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For existing facilities which are not designed against human induced external hazards, the acceptance 

criteria for the first tier will probably not be met. The analysis should focus on the second and the third tier 

scenarios. Special attention should be paid to the third tier scenarios as they define the ultimate limit state 

of the plant for human induced external events and therefore appropriate on-site and off-site emergency 

measures may be necessary. 

In the analysis of the plant under human induced external events, special focus should be on the 

assessment of the behaviour of non-redundant systems like the containment system. The scenarios should 

cover a direct impact on the containment building (e.g. aircraft crash). It should be noted that there is a 

difference in the assessment of the capacity of the containment structure for new plants and existing ones. 

For example, in case of an aircraft crash:

(a) For new plants, a general design approach for an aircraft crash is a two- step approach: define the 

containment wall thickness for the local behaviour under aircraft engine impact and verify the structural 

adequacy with a given loading function due to the fuselage impact, for global behaviour.

(b) For the structures in existing NPPs in most of the cases, the first step can already result in a failure. In 

this case, the assessment of global and local effects cannot be decoupled. Taking into account the level of 

uncertainties in this kind of analysis, sensitivity studies should be performed independently, with at least 

two independent models. If the bounding case of sensitivity studies shows that the aircraft will perforate 

the containment building, a conservative analysis should be performed to define necessary on-site and off-

site emergency measures. The capacity assessment would provide insights on the inherent strength and 

weakness of the plant which should be addressed to enhance safety.

In-plant evaluation is a key activity, especially when the concept of zone of influence is used. The 

objectives of the in-plant evaluation are plant familiarization, preliminary assessment of SSCs inside and 

the status of SSCs outside the zone of influence, and identification of the easy fixes. This task includes 

design review, as-is information review and plant walkdown. In addition to the easy fixes, the important 

deliverables of in-plant evaluation are:

• Identification of SSC items needing further investigation and their grouping, and

• Finalization of accident sequences and success paths.

If a success path cannot be found with available equipment within the plant (i.e., SSCs outside the zone of 

influence) there is a need to credit emergency management equipment (e.g., FLEX, EMEG) which can be 

secured on site or off site. If a success path is identified for the given hazard magnitude using these 

additional equipment, it is concluded that an acceptable margin has been achieved (i.e., there is HCLPF 

for the given hazard strength).

An extension of this screening procedure could be to calculate some probability measures such as 

conditional core damage probability (CCDP) and conditional probability (CP) of spent fuel pool loss of 

cooling and spent fuel damage, given the scenario. The internal event PSA event tree and fault tree models 

are used in this quantification. The plant owner or the regulatory authority of the Member State could then 

assess if these conditional probabilities meet the relevant acceptance criteria. 

General Margin assessment flow chart is presented in Figure 3. The workflow has two possible branches, 

deterministic and probabilistic. The deterministic branch corresponds to the success path approach just 

described. In the probabilistic branch, the tasks are aimed at estimating the conditional probability of core 

damage and conditional probability of spent fuel pool damage for external hazards of both accidental and 

postulated types. In a PSA based approach, the probabilistic aspects of the external hazard are considered. 

For example, for aircraft crash, the impact location, impact angle, amount of fuel, etc. could be treated as 
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uncertain and probability distributions assigned to them. Similarly, the capacity of a SSC to resist the 

impact effects (i.e., load, missile, heat and smoke) is also probabilistic. Therefore, the zone of influence is 

in general random.

Figure 3. Margin assessment flow chart

Phase 5: Member State response

Given the results of Phase 4, the Member State may take additional steps to address the overall evaluation. 

These steps include revision or modification of the specification of the human induced extreme external 

event, implement administrative actions to minimize or reduce the events, such as implementing 

administrative procedures to enforce railway, road, and river access by vehicles carrying explosive or 

toxic material, and/or implement emergency response actions to minimize the overall consequences.

DISCUSSION

For each human induced event, the assessment will result in an estimation of expected plant margin. In the 

process, the SSCs and emergency procedures that contribute to the margin are identified. In some cases, it 

could be a low capacity SSC that dominates the plant margin. In another case, it could be the lack of 

redundancy created by the fact that a single event (e.g., aircraft impact location) could breach containment 

and/or damage redundant safety trains. In yet another case, the inadequate emergency response (e.g., 
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firefighting) could have exacerbated fire damage. Having identified these weak links, the NPP operator 

should explore the strategies for enhancing the margin. Depending on whether it is an existing plant or a 

new plant, the strategies could vary. Once the need for upgrading has been recognized, reasonable 

objectives should be developed according to the safety criteria mentioned above. In general, upgrading 

measures can be of different nature: system upgrading, strengthening of structures and barriers, 

operational, administrative, security, etc. Preference should be given to those that are related to hardware 

upgrading rather than based upon administrative measures. Emergency measure may need to be invoked 

in case of events beyond what was considered in the design. Coordination among on-site and off-site 

emergency teams may be required. Having identified vulnerabilities, either through preliminary screening 

studies or through detailed margin evaluations, one must determine the most effective methods to 

disposition them.

Implementing this process will provide decision-makers information to base their opinion about the 

capacity to sustain newly defined environmental loading conditions in the decades to come, while existing 

and new NPPs are in operation.

CONCLUSION

The three documents presented in this paper may be useful to nuclear facility owners, operators and 

regulators who need an understanding and addressing of the safety issues in relation to human induced 

events. The three documents contain the description of internationally accepted methods applied by the 

engineering community and some examples that may be useful in the evaluation of the need for plant 

upgrading. Many references are also provided for more detailed guidance. As technical background, the 

documents rely on many Safety Guides of the IAEA as well as on relevant technical documents. The three 

reports have a common thread and are closely related to each other. Together, they provide an approach to 

the assessment against extreme human induced external events fully consistent with the methods used for 

evaluation of nuclear facilities subjected to extreme natural events, such as earthquakes and floods.
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